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Pathways to Success:
Cognitive Skills
(Intermediate)

YOUR PATHWAY

TO SUCCESS!
This engaging work book contains over 250 activities
intended to enhance higher order thinking. Focused
on developing active and eﬀective learning skills,
these activities are targeted at improving students’
ability to respond to problems.
With the assistance of Pathways to Success:
Cognitive Skills, students may consolidate
fundamental literacy and numeracy skills as well
as tackle unfamiliar cognitive skills. It facilitates
creative and critical thinking – vital skills for
fostering lifelong learners.

I N T E R M E D I AT E

INCLUDES

FIRST EDITION

FUNDAMENTAL SKILLS
75 COGNITIVE SKILLS
SECOND EDITION

A workbook designed to assist students in developing their learning
conﬁdence, critical thinking, creative thinking and understanding of
the 75 cognitive thinking skills. By consolidating a student’s
fundamental literacy and numeracy skills, advancing their eﬀective
learning abilities, and improving higher order thinking skills they will be
on the pathway to success.
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ST U D E N TS W IL L WO RK T HROUGH FOU R MAI N SECTI ONS:

SECTION 01

This section covers strategies and processes that students can use to improve their
conﬁdence and motivation in the classroom. Students are taken through steps for
challenging negative thoughts and creating goals in this part of the book. This section
also contains questions and theory about fundamental literacy and numeracy concepts.
Conﬁdence in these basics will better equip students to tackle the more complex
problems that are presented in the Cognitive Thinking of the book.

SECTION 02

Creative thinking

SECTION 03

Critical thinking

SECTION 04

Confidence and motivation

Cognitive thinking

In this section, students are challenged to think laterally in order to solve problems and see
situations from new perspectives. Additionally, there is a questionnaire in which students
identify their learning preferences to better understand how their brain works when it
comes to study and learning.

Students are encouraged to think critically in order to draw conclusions, brainstorm ideas
and ﬁnd solutions to hypothetical situations. These tasks are designed to help students
become more robust critical thinkers.

This section contains questions for 75 Cognitive Skills, which cover content from a variety of
subjects. This allows students to practise applying their knowledge across a wide range of
curriculum areas.

To be eligible for online teacher access to the student workbook plus model answers, a minimum
subscription of 30 students is required. If your cohort does not reach the recommended class set,
please email orders@mightyminds.com.au.
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Teachers are able to project questions on-screen so activities can be worked through in class.
Teachers are also provided model responses, so students can peer-mark or self-assess responses.
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